Use Case Sheet

Enrich 24x7 Managed Security Operation Offerings
with an In-Depth View of the World’s DNS
Business Problem
As a managed detection and response (MDR) team or managed security service provider (MSSP),
you know that there is no such thing as a uniform approach to protecting networks. Effectively
managing your clients’ security operations often means getting your hands dirty and diving deep into
each environment’s unique vulnerabilities, risk exposure, and security needs. This process involves
enriching vast volumes of internal data with relevant external sources of intelligence to shed more
light on one of the most common sources of threats—the Internet.

Data-Driven Solution
You can’t afford to delay data processing while looking to make sense of ambiguous log events and
endpoint connections, prioritizing remediation, and enabling critical defensive security operations 24x7.
You need high-resolution and reliable Domain Name System (DNS) data points to provide context to
client network data, and you need them to be easily readable and integrable to existing systems and
algorithms. Efficient, tailor-made, and round-the-clock security operations and solutions can benefit from
real-time and well-structured WHOIS, domain, IP, DNS, and other Internet-related data.
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“

WhoisXML API has one of the largest
WHOIS and DNS repositories I’ve used
in my career as a data scientist.
Their data has helped us really dive into
the unique digital surfaces of our clients.
As a result, we understand vulnerabilities
and risk exposures better to provide
effective and specialized security services.

“

”

Data Scientist and Security Analyst
Managed Security Services Provider

We found certain nameservers that were
always used for a phishing campaign,
having those in our rules enabled us to
catch phishing sites before they affected
our user base. WhoisXML API is a
responsive and reliable provider of
domain intelligence. Whenever there are
issues, they are quick to respond and
resolve them. Working with them is
smooth and straightforward.
Christine Bejerasco, Senior Analyst
F-Secure Labs

”

Finding Your Own DNS Data (FYODD)
Doesn’t Let You Scale
Delivering a real-time and uninterrupted satellite view of the world’s DNS is our core business.
The WhoisXML API data engine is built and frequently upgraded to offer you the most complete,
updated, and unique Internet intelligence footprints. We aim to contribute to our clients’
competitive edge at every step and give back months or years of development cycle time to your
most pressing and mission-critical projects and deployments.
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Our Enterprise Value Proposition
Our intelligence is available through customized enterprise packages and product suites with
multi-year contracts, flexible licensing models, nonrestrictive data access, and dedicated account
and customer success teams. Contact us for more information.
Diamond: Includes all products listed below with Premium SLA
Gold: Pick 2 of each Tier, includes Gold SLA
Silver: Pick 1 of each Tier, includes Silver SLA
Starter: Pick 1 Tier-1 product, 1 Tier-2 product

About Us
WhoisXML API aggregates and delivers comprehensive domain, IP, DNS, and subdomain data
repositories. WhoisXML API has more than 52,000 satisfied customers from various sectors and
industries, such as cybersecurity, marketing, law enforcement, e-commerce, financial services,
and more. Visit whoisxmlapi.com or contact us for more information about our products and
capabilities.

